Nuclear magnetic resonance studies on the surface magnetism of vanadium ultrafine particles (abstract) J. Appl. Phys. 75, 5903 (1994) The temperature dependence of the critical fields of VaGa has been measured up to 70 kO~ ~sing ac and dc magnetization techniques. For a material with a transition width of 26 mdeg at a transItion temperature, T., of 14.19°K, one calculates from the slope (dHe2/dT= -43.~ kOe/deg) a~d curvature of the Hc2 vs T curve, the Ginzburg-Landau parameter, K=40±2, the Pault paramagnetism parameter a= 2.28±0.04, and the spin-orbit scattering constant Aso=0.6±O.1. No evidence for H.a was detected and the experimentally difficult upper limit to Hel appears to be about three times as large as calculated from the theories.
I. INTRODUCTION
The intermetallic compound VaGa and its superconductivity were discovered by Matthias, Wood, Corenzwit, and Bala.! The material is a high-field, type II superconductor with transition temperatures Tc ranging from 14.2° to 16.8°K.2-4 These variations may be caused by slight differences in composition and in heat treatment during or after formation of the compound. Several properties of superconducting VaGa have been measured near T/,-7 and observations of the upper critical field over an extended temperature range have also been published. s This work indicates, as also noted by the present authors,9 that the experimental upper critical field, Hc2, is reduced below the GinzburgLandau-Abrikosov-Gorkov (GLAG) upper critical field, Hc2*, by the effect of Pauli spin paramagnetism in the normal state. IO However, recent experimental ll and theoreticaP2 studies suggest that for some high-field superconductors spin-orbit scattering in the superconducting state may partially offset the ~ effect of Pauli spin paramagnetism. _ Both dc and high sensitivity ac techniques were used to determine the magnetic properties of hollow cylinders of superconducting VaGa in dc magnetic fields up to 70 kOe. The magnetization curves are similar to those of other tubular samples of type II superconductors as measured by Kim, Hempstead, and Strnad J3 and interpreted by Anderson'sI4 flux creep mechanism. Since, according to this model the motion of flux cannot be instantaneous, slight ac frequency effects should be and have been observed. However, the present paper is limited to "steady-state" magnetization curves, critical currents, the various critical fields, and to an analysis of their temperature dependence, leaving frequency effects on flux motion to another article.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The vanadium-gallium samples studied in this work were obtained as small arc-melted buttons from Professor B. T. Matthias. They were used as received with no further heat treatment, but there were variations in transition temperatures and widths. We selected the sample with the narrowest transition as being indicative of the greatest homogeneity. The sample was fabricated by spark cutting into a hollow cylinder 8.13-mm long, 2A9-mm o.d., and 1.70-mm i.d.
The experiments were performed with the Los Alamos liquid-hydrogen-cooled solenoid I5 capable of producing 80 kOe in a 5-cm-diam low-temperature core.
The field calibration was accurate to better than 1 %.
The magnetic field was controlled by an integrating feedback circuit 16 and could be held constant -or swept at any desired rate up to 10 kOe/sec.
Two cryostats were used. The first was a simple liquid-hydrogen bath in which the temperature was taken from the hydrogen vapor pressure, using the stable to within ±0.002°K using an electronic bridge controller.19 The temperature of the sample was measured with an Allen-Bradley 0.1 W, 43-n carbon resistor. This resistor was calibrated using points in the helium vapor pressure range and it was also compared in situ with a germanium thermometer subsequently calibrated at the U. S. National Bureau of Standards. 20 The magnetoresistance of the carbon thermometer was measured in liquid helium and in liquid hydrogen and appropriate corrections were applied at intermediate temperatures. At 68 kOe and 12.2°K these corrections were equivalent to 79 mdeg. 21 Our overall temperature accuracy is estimated to be ±20 mdeg and the precision which enters in determining slopes ±10 mdeg.
The VaGa cylinder was located inside a primary or drive coil which could be made to generate an ac field of 0.01 to 60 Oe peak to peak (p-p) for frequencies in the range from 40 Hz to 400 kHz. Inside the cylinder was a pickup coil, about 3 mm long wound with 500 turns of B & S #49 gauge (0.002S-cm-diam) Formex insulated copper wire. This assembly could be placed in either of the cryostats and positioned in the center of the highfield solenoid. The ac frequency and magnitude were preset and the signal from the pickup coil (amplified on a broad-band Hewlett Packard model 3400A voltmeter) 19 was recorded on an X -Y recorder at a given temperature while sweeping the dc field, or at a given dc field while slowly changing the temperature. Maximum noise level was always less than 10% of the normal state signal.
For the dc measurements two matched coils were used, one of which closely surrounded the VaGa sample. The coils were connected in opposition and the difference of the induced voltages was integrated by a Dymec model 2460A operational amplifier to give the amount of flux excluded from the coil containing the specimen. This difference was plotted against the magnetic field on an X -Y recorder. Due to residual thermal emf's in the circuit and the small size of our sample it was only possible to detect field differences greater than 1 G.
III. RESULTS
A t~pical zero-field transition using a O.OS Oe (p-p) , loo-kHz signal and sweeping the temperature at 0.OO2°K/min is shown in Fig. 1 . This transition is completely reversible with less than 0.oo2°K hysteresis. The full width of the transition from the point where the normal signal has dropped 0.5% to the point where the drop is 99.5% complete amounts to 0.OS6°K. This value represents an upper limit. A more generally accepted width value is obtained as the distance between the intercepts with the horizontal lines of the steep linear region of the transition curve (between the 1/4 and 3/4 completion points). This method of interpretation of the experimental data then yields a transition width of only 26 mdeg.
Several measurements of the normalized ac output signal against the dc field at constant temperature are shown in Fig. 2 . These curves are also completely reversible, as long as the field is swept slowly so as to avoid heating the sample. Straight-line extrapolation gives a width of about 2.4 kOe for the transition as measured at the O.OS-Oe p-p ac level and noticeably greater values at the higher ac levels. Taking 0.5% changes in this output signal as reproducible decision levels, we obtain field values, HN for the normal and H s for the superconducting limit of the transition. Figure 3 shows the relation between Hs and the magnitude of the applied ac field. These are essentially critical current curves. For any given temperature there is a break or knee, indicated by the arrows, defining a field H K . HN also varies somewhat with the magnitude of the ac field, its maximum value HN(max) being obtained with the smallest ac field. Since the midpoint field, where the output signal is one half of the normal state signal, can be determined with greater accuracy than either HK or HN, the field at the midpoint maximum shielding currents and hence can be plotted with the ac critical current measurements in Fig. 3 . Comparison between the ac and dc measurements IS quite satisfactory in the range of validity of each.
IV. DISCUSSION
The measured zero-field transition width of 26 mdeg is narrower, by a factor of 72, than that predicted by Pippard's22 thermodynamic fluctuation theory for this material with a coherence length of 25 A (see below).
Actually, the true fluctuation· limited transition width is probably smaller than our measurements by a factor of 300 since the coherence length approaches the sample dimension at Te as pointed out by Shier and Ginsberg. 23
Nevertheless, considering the type of material, our measured width indicates an acceptable homogeneity for the VaGa cylinder used in most of this study.
The dc magnetization curves are similar to those of other type II materials.I a The hysteresis pattern is symmetrical about the zero magnetization line because the specimen is multiply connected. Hence the hysteresis does not by itself imply irreversibility of the material. However, the absence of a sharp drop at the peak near Hel as observed in reversible type II super- conductors24 is an indication that even a singly connected sample of the identical material .will exhibit considerable hysteresis. Since there are sizable shielding currents present above Hel, its identification is difficult, and this together with the uncertainty in the demagnetizing factor leaves the determination of He. uncertain by ±50%.
The ac method is far more sensitive than the dc and the measurements are readily interpreted in accordance with the tube magnetization experiments of Kim et al,1a Given a critical current density J e , which is a function of the magnetic field, a tube wall thickness w, and a shape factor 7], the maximum difference between the field inside and outside the tube is ±7]J e w. Neglecting small frequency effects, there can be no ac signal within the cylinder until 27]Jew is less than the p-p ac field, at which point the dc field equals Hs. For our sample geometry, complete shielding of a 0.01-0e p-p field induces a critical current density of 208 mA/cm 2 if the current is uniformly distributed. On the other hand, at the high· field limit of the transition, only 0.5% of the ac signal is shielded with corresponding induced current densities of 1 mA/cm 2 at HN(max).
One might be tempted to interpret the sudden drop in critical currents at HK as the beginning of the bulk upper critical field transition and the field HN(max) as the surface nucleation field H ea . 25 If there were surface superconductivity we would expect HN(max) to increase more rapidly than HK with decreasing temperatures. However, their slopes are essentially the same except very near to Te. If HN(max) At any rate, since the slopes are the same, we have no evidence for surface superconductivity in our specimen which leaves us with the following possibilities: (a) there is no surface nucleation in VaGa, (b) the net current capacity of the surface layer is less than 160 A/cm 2 , or (c) more specialized surface preparation methods than presently available are needed to exhibit surface superconductivity in VaGa.
Since the temperature dependence of all the curves in Fig. 4 is essentially the same, we are justified in choosing the most accurately measured one, Hc2, to calculate other properties of VaGa. The upper critical field increases so rapidly near Tc that our measurements only extend to a reduced temperature of 0.86. This range and the precision of our data, however, are sufficient to determine both the initial·slope and curvature of the upper critical field versus temperature curve, and hence the parameters a and Aso which have been used in recent theories to characterize type II superconductors.
The first of these,
was defined by Maki 29 in his theory of the upper critical field for a "dirty" superconductor including the effects of Pauli spin paramagnetism in the normal state, where Hp(O) , introduced by Clogston,IO represents the hypothetical critical field in the absence of all magnetization effects other than spin paramagnetism, and HC2*(0) the GLAGao upper critical field, both at the absolute zero. The second or spin~orbit scattering parameter Aso was introduced by Werthamer et alP in their more general treatment which includes the compensatory paramagnetic lowering of the free energy of the superconducting state due to spin orbit scattering. They give 
and the other involves experimental data on the normal state, which in the short mean-free path or "dirty" limit gives (7) where -y and Pn are the normal state electronic specific heat and electrical resistivity, respectively, and the remaining quantities are fundamental constants. The value of -y= 3.04X 10 4 erg cm-3 deg-2 is taken from Morin et al. 5 and Pn = 36 J.l.Q cm from Sarachik et al.
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Our experimental data can be fitted to an equation of the form
Hc2(T) =AO(1-BO)
by a least-squares analysis with A = 612 ± 8 kOe, . The results are given in Table I Fig. 6 . It should be noted that the calculated Hel is less than 1/3 of the experimental points. This discrepancy may well be due to the difficulty of determining the break from the linear Meissner region due to trapped shielding currents which cause the experimenter to overestimate Hel• Even the results on 70-1-' powders by Swartz et at. 6 gave an Hel lower than our experimentally estimated Hel, but greater than the calculated value.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The ac method of measuring magnetization and the interpretation thereof described in the paper is in good agreement with more standard de techniques but is considerably more sensitive in the region near He2 where the magnetic moment is small. Given material with a sufficiently narrow transition, and thermometry of sufficient accuracy, our technique yields values for the slope as well as for the initial curvature of the upper critical field as a function of the temperature. These experimental numbers are then used together with the current theories to calculate more derived quantities, including a reliable value for the parameter a, and an JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSICS estimate for the spin orbit scattering parameter in the superconducting state.
The dc measurements emphasize the great difficulty of accurately determining HCl in a massive specimen of nonideal type II superconductor in which there are considerable shielding currents in the region above H el • It is conceivable that there may be metallurgical differences between VaGa samples used by different investigators. Nevertheless, wherever a comparison is possible, the properties of the VaGa used in this study are not significantly different from those reported by others.
